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Abstract
This paper describes a hardware/software architecture for interactive scientific visualization of large data sets on scalable
clusters. The critical enabling technology for this architecture is a scalable high performance packet switched network.
Perstage latency measured in microseconds is a necessary condition for realtime interactivity measured in milliseconds on
clusters with thousands of nodes. In addition, packet switching is the basis for overcoming scaling and capability
limitations of traditional graphics supercomputer architectures. Overcoming these limitations requires close coupling
among rendering nodes, in order to maintain interactive performance, and because the network requires a nonblocking
multistage topology that is easiest to implement using centralized switching. In contrast loose coupling is viable for
displays which may be remotely located across a Grid or legacy networks. This paper discusses the general problem of
distributed scientific visualization, proposes an architectural solution to this problem, and presents two different approaches
to implementing this architecture. The architecture overcomes limitations of previous technology by supporting direct
volume rendering on large tile displays and other novel effects.

1. Introduction
Current visualization environments are often separated from the simulation resources they support by a network or shared
file system. This makes concurrent visual simulation impossible, and often introduces an additional requirement for data
reduction. This paper presents an alternative architecture in which visualization is distributed throughout a simulation
cluster so that data may be concurrently simulated and visualized with no data movement. Furthermore the paper argues
that this architecture is an endpoint of current clearly identifiable trends in commoditized graphics workstation technology
and may eventually be implementable in software.
In order to reach a general audience this paper begins with a high level survey of requirements in visualizing scalable data
sets on clusters. It introduces basic concepts of surface and volume rendering, graphics accelerators, and issues in scaling
parallel rendering algorithms. It formulates a compositor based model of scalable parallel rendering and identifies two
shortcomings of the prior art in compositing architectures. It demonstrates that a networkcentric compositing architecture
removes the shortcomings of the prior art. Current trends in closer integration of memory, network, and graphics resources
are all driving toward this making this architecture feasible in commodity platforms. The model presented here represents
a design that is to be deployed in prototype form at the Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center, and is being developed with U.S.
government assistance to satisfy requirements for extremely large scale visualization capabilities in the national security
arena.

2. Scalable visualization
2.1 Scalable computation
Scalable computations, whether software or hardware, are governed by Amdahl’s law of parallel speedup. Perfect speedup
of fixedsize computations through parallelism is only possible for perfectly concurrent computations. Any serialization
due to data dependencies or I/O bottlenecks limits concurrency and therefore speedup. The portion of a computation
expended due to inherent serialization is termed the “Amdahl fraction” of a computation. According to Amdahl’s law the
maximum speedup of a computation is limited to 1/a where a is the Amdahl fraction. Amdahl’s law addresses the case of a

problem with fixed computational requirements scaling on increasing numbers of computers. Of course in real applications
it is customary to increase the computational requirements along with the computers to achieve socalled “scaled speedup”.
Even when data sizes are increased along with computers scalability may be limited by convergence issues. For example,
in GaussSeidel iteration on a discretized elliptic PDE there is a wellknown dependence on the spacing of the iteration
eigenvalues. As the number of unknowns in the problem increases the largest eigenvalues approach unity and thus
convergence stalls, preventing speedup. This behavior is a numerical artifact of the PDE discretization.
Visualization algorithms are highly concurrent and scalable. Concurrency occurs at the level of individual pixels, a fact
which is exploited by hardware graphics accelerators and by parallel software algorithms like ray tracing. Visualization
algorithms typically produce from a few to over sixty frames per second of imagery on time scales of tens to hundreds of
milliseconds. These time scales are long relative to hardware speeds and as a result it is generally easy to maintain small
Amdahl fractions and thus high parallel speedup. For example, a barrier synchronization that takes 50 microseconds
represents only 1/666 of a 33.3 millisecond frame interval. Many visualization algorithms can in principle demonstrate
scaled speedup on hundreds or thousands of computers.
2.2 Graphics and visualization
Scientific visualization is a subfield of computer graphics. Visualization algorithms are based on the same algorithms,
data structures, and hardware capabilities as commercial animation, virtual reality, and increasingly, games. These
algorithms are naturally concurrent and lend themselves to scalable implementations. Scientific visualization algorithms
differ from graphics algorithms in that they tend to involve large data sets, require complex data management and
acquisition, and require parallel machines for interactive rendering. Another difference is that scientific visualization is
usually concerned with repeatedly rendering a single time step or steady state solution under different viewing conditions.
In contrast, games and visual simulators render data that varies in real time and rarely render the same data twice.
Typical visualization algorithms for 3D data sets render scalar surface and volume data. Surfaces typically represent a
level set of a directly or indirectly computed scalar function of the 3D data. Surface data may also be used to generate
iconic imagery or to render a geometric model in place with the visualization data. See figure 1 for examples of both of
these uses.

Figure 1. Two examples of surface rendering courtesy of the Los Alamos National Laboratories. Left, isosurface of
simulated RayleighTaylor instability. Right, ocean circulation model [LANL01].
Volumetric data typically represents a 3D data volume explicitly, subject to classification and transfer functions. Figure 2
shows three volumetric models from simulations and instruments rendered on a prototype of the architecture presented in
this paper. Volumetric rendering is more computationally difficult than surface rendering because it involves non
commutative arithmetic, which requires sorting the data in order along the viewing axis on every frame.

Figure 2. Three examples of volume rendering from our research. Left,volumetric rendering of simulated RayleighTaylor
instability with fluid density represented by color, simulation by Andrew Cook, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories,
1024x256x256 voxels. Center,Visible Human Dataset (upper 50% of male CT data, 512x512x512 voxels), courtesy of the
National Library of Medicine. Right, volumetric Gryphon model captured by a 3D rangefinding scanner, courtesy of
Caltech Multiresolution Graphics Group, 512x512x512 voxels [LOM01].
Until recently, large scale interactive volume rendering has been difficult or impossible to achieve. Table 1 shows that four
orders of magnitude improvement in performance have occurred since 1994 thanks to graphics hardware acceleration.
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Table 1. Comparison of six demonstrations of parallel direct volume rendering using ray casting and 3D texture mapping
on multiple architectures. Data are taken from existing publications and in each case represents the highest figureofmerit
over all data in the publication [MA94,MUR01,HUM02,LOM01,KNI01]. Columns from left to right: name, year of
publication, figureofmerit (FOM), gigavoxels per second (GV/s), host computer platform, graphics accelerator (GPU),
number of graphics accelerators (GPU count), data set size in megavoxels (MV), image size in megapixels (MP), achieved
frames per second. Image size was not reported for TRex and was inferred to be 1600x1200 pixels. The figureofmerit
accounts for both rendering performance and pixel output rate and is defined FOM = (Data MV)*(Image MP)*(Frames
per second). Rendering performance by itself is given by GV/s. Note that this table does not describe price/performance.
If it did the clusters of Pentium graphics workstations would be the clear winners.
While methods for scalar data are well established the problem of visualizing higher dimensional vector fields is more
difficult. One class of methods uses animation in real time to illustrate the dynamics of either constant or timevarying
vector fields in 3D. A typical example is illustrated in figure 3 which shows one frame of an interactive particle advection
animation in a 3D bluff body flow. This approach is similar to traditional animation techniques used for games and
simulators because it involves both rendering the data and also animating the particles.
Figure 3. Example of vector field visualization by particle advection. Simulation of 3D viscous flow around a sphere,
courtesy of Ralph Bruckschen, University of California, Davis [BRU01].

2.3 Graphics algorithms and accelerators
Rendering is the process of generating an image of a geometric model or scientific data set. In mathematical terms
rendering is a transformation from a set of surface descriptions to an array of pixel values. Surfaces are defined by their
geometric extent, orientation, color, reflectivity, transparency, and other characteristics. Pixel values represent the color of
visible surfaces after taking into account a viewing transformation and properties of light sources. Volumetric data is often
represented by 3D arrays of cubical cells known as Voxels (a volumetric analogy to pixels). Voxel properties are uniform
across their extent and are often treated as point data.
An extensive literature exists on serial and concurrent rendering algorithms optimized for various subdomains of photo
realistic and nonrealistic animation and scientific visualization. A canonical example is the class of algorithms based on
ray tracing, which use various data structures to identify visible surfaces on a pixelbypixel basis. Such algorithms
produce the highest quality results and are algorithmically efficient, but on a uniprocessor machine they are limited by the
serialization imposed by software executing in a CPU.
In contrast to software rendering, hardware accelerators take a bruteforce approach, processing all surfaces and repeatedly
overwriting old results with new results. Despite the bruteforce nature of this approach modern hardware accelerators are
consistently many times faster than software rendering methods because they benefit from massive internal parallelism. A
variety of traditional graphics and visualization algorithms have recently been implemented to take advantage of hardware
acceleration
for
OpenGL
(on
Linux
and
Unix
systems)
and
DirectX
(on
Windows)
[KNI01,MCC01,ENG01,HEI99,WES99,KEL97].
Figure 4 depicts the current OpenGL graphics processing pipeline in which a rasterization stage converts each surface
description into a set of pixel fragments that are processed concurrently. This is a form of SIMDstyle parallelism and can

potentially produce enormous speedup in comparison to software rendering. This potential speedup is limited by the
number of pixels in an image, which is up to 3.5M in current generation accelerators. In current commodity accelerators
performance is limited by a variety of other factors including data throughput, both the input data rate through an AGP
hardware interface and the memory bandwidth (the “pixel fill rate”) of the oncard frame buffer.

Figure 4. OpenGL 1.1 rendering pipeline from http://www.OpenGL.org. The primary use of this pipeline is to process
vertex data, which are transformed by the current viewpoint, rasterized into pixel fragments, then textured and shaded on
their way to the frame buffer. The rasterization stage, and all subsequent stages, are a SIMDlike array of parallel
computational pipelines.

3. Cluster based visualization
Interactive scientific visualization of large data sets is inevitably carried out using parallel computers. This occurs when
individual workstations become renderinglimited using either software or hardware accelerated rendering methods. Some
problems that involve large data sets but not necessarily large rendering workloads may be addressed using outofcore
methods, for example see [BRU01]. In addition intelligent software culling and preprocessing algorithms may be
combined with hardware acceleration to reduce the effective rendering workload [BAR01].
When these mitigating techniques are not sufficient it becomes necessary to partition the rendering workload among a set
of computers that will collectively render the resulting imagery. In recent years LinuxonIntel clusters have become de
facto standard environments for scientific researchers. This is also a good visualization platform, since they host the latest
graphics accelerators which are typically produced for use under Windows. Driver availability for OpenGL graphics
accelerators under IntelLinux has greatly improved in the last two years and is now nearly on par with Windows with
respect to capabilities and performance. The proprietary DirectX API for Windows continues to introduce new features
like programmable vertex and pixel shaders, but these innovations are typically provided by graphics vendors in their
OpenGL implementations as well. In addition the OpenGL standard itself is beginning to move forward after a period of
some inactivity [PED01].
3.1 Models of cluster usage
3.1.1 Client/server visualization clusters
One approach to using clusters is as a visualization server for simulation data residing on another computer system. This is
a natural configuration when data resides on a large simulation computer that has no graphical capabilities, or on a large
networked storage system. In this configuration the performance of the cluster can be limited by the I/O achievable
through the network.
An example of this approach is given by the ENSIGHT application from CEI [CGW02]. This program transfers data from
a client running on the simulation computer or storage system to visualization servers running on a cluster. The program
minimizes the amount of data that needs to be transferred in order to alleviate the network I/O bottleneck.
Another example is given by the WireGL library which transfers low level OpenGL rendering instructions across the
network [HUM01]. This library takes several measures to minimize network I/O including geometry compression and
conservative redistribution of rendering state.
These approaches are fundamentally scalable, but in current technologies suffer from I/O bottlenecks that make it difficult
to achieve real time interactivity. Contemporary experiments in parallel isosurface visualization on clusters with 16 to 32
nodes achieve frame times of several seconds rendering data sets of up to 16 gigabytes in size [CHI01,XHA01].

3.1.2 Autonomous visualization clusters
Visualization clusters may also function autonomously in service of a larger simulation resource. In this model simulation
data is transferred into the cluster either explicitly or by shared access to a network based parallel file system or other

storage system. This transfer may become an I/O bottleneck. The cluster controls the rendering directly and does not use a
client/server model.
Autonomous clusters can also serve a dual role of visualization and simulation. In this model the simulation is performed
on the cluster and data is rendered as it changes. This is the only model in which there is no I/O bottleneck for moving
simulation data. As a result this model is conducive to computational steering in which the user may want to render and
interact with the simulation in real time. It also corresponds to an important model of scene graph simulation using
software tools like Open Inventor, OpenSG+, OpenRM, or OpenModel [WER94,OSG02,ORM02,BAR01].
3.2 Concurrent rendering with opaque surfaces
There are at least two major classes of concurrent algorithms for cluster rendering on autonomous or client/server
configurations. In one class of algorithms each computer is dedicated to rendering pixels for a subimage of a larger overall
image. Each computer renders only data that are visible within the subimage with which it is concerned. With large
models this may require data movement on every frame as the viewpoint changes continuously in real time. A second class
of algorithms requires no data movement, but instead moves rendered pixels in order to construct a complete image. This
second class involve compositing operations in which pixels from multiple sources are combined to produce each pixel in
the final image. This is generally more conducive to scaling to support large data sets.
When they are restricted to rendering opaque surfaces these algorithmic classes are conventionally termed sortfirst and
sortlast [MOL94]. The terms first and last refer to the point in the rendering algorithm at which the visibility sorting
operation occurs while transforming opaque surface descriptions to pixels. In sortfirst algorithms surface descriptions are
view transformed and the results are moved to different computers, according to where each transformed surface falls in
the image. At these computers the surfaces are processed by rasterization, visibility determination, and display. In
contrast, in sortlast algorithms surfaces are viewtransformed and rasterized on any computer, and the resulting pixels are
moved to the display. Visibility is determined at the final stage of the process during the compositing operation, which
compares the Z value of pairs of pixels in order to determine the nearest visible surface to the viewer.
Meeting the data movement requirements of either of these models is challenging. In 2002 the data rate through an AGP
4x interface into a graphics accelerator is over 1 GB/s, and the output rates through a DVI digital interface is up to 495
MB/s. In this same time the maximum throughput in high performance networks is under 2.5 gigabits per second with
sustainable data rates under 200 MB/s. This mismatch between sustainable and required throughput can be mitigated by
data compression at some cost in increased CPU workload. This technique is used by Chromium to increase throughput of
OpenGL rendering instructions, and has also been used in a compositor system to increase pixel throughput
[HUM01,AHR98].
In 2003 these requirements increase to 2 GB/s input through an AGP8x interface, and 0.99 GB/s output through DVI2. In
the same time frame network throughput increases to over 1 GB/s per channel. The historical trend has been to see a faster
rate of increase in input requirements than in output requirements. Output requirements are defined by the rate of increase
of desktop displays such as CRTs, while input requirements are related to graphics accelerator performance which are a
matter of heavy competition among manufacturers.
These considerations argue in favor of moving pixels rather than input data because they require less throughput, and
trends suggest this situation will continue into the future. More fundamental reasons exist to prefer the sortlast model for
large data sets. The degree of available parallelism in the sortfirst case is limited by the maximum pixel resolution of the
rendered image, while in the sortlast case the degree of parallelism is related to data size rather than image size. Load
balancing is difficult for sortfirst algorithms because it is unstable and view dependent. In contrast sortlast algorithms are
relatively immune to load balancing issues. In the sortfirst case expanding the dataparallelism beyond a single rendering
computer requires something like a sortlast subnetwork for each subimage partition. One hybrid algorithm replicates a
portion of the data in order to mitigate the communication bottleneck and increase scalability [SAM01]. The most
extensive experiments in sortlast algorithms have been performed at the Sandia National Laboratories. These experiments
sustained 120 million trianglespersecond driving a 12 megapixel display using 64 graphics accelerators but did not
achieve interactive rates due to I/O bottlenecks and load balancing issues [MOR01].
Algorithms in the sortlast category use compositing to resolve the outputs of multiple overlapped image sources. A
compositing operator defines an arithmetic/procedural function f(p1,p2) of two pixels p1 and p2. The result is a new

pixel. For example in a typical sortlast algorithm a large model might be distributed among a set of computers each of
which renders an image of its data. These images are composited using color and depth information, with a compositing
operator that compares the Z values of pixels p1 and p2 and returns whichever pixel is in front of the other. When the set
of images are composited in this way the result is an image that shows the closest (visible) surface in each pixel.
3.3 Concurrent rendering with opaque and translucent surfaces
The previous discussion concerned algorithms for opaque surface rendering, corresponding to the images in figure 1. An
important class of algorithms for scientific visualization are based on volume rendering using translucent surfaces,
examples of which appear in figure 2. Applications can define surfaces with a transparency value alpha where a zero value
indicates an opaque surface. The value of a rendered image pixel is the result of blending the visible surfaces along the line
of sight to simulate the process of light transmission. These algorithms impose an ordering requirement that is not present
in the case of opaque surface rendering. The order of evaluation is viewpoint dependent and may change on every frame.
Prior to 2001 there were no compositorbased architectures that were capable of satisfying this ordering requirement
[LOM01,MUR01].
This ordering requirement corresponds to the physical fact that the color of light after passing through layers of translucent
materials depends on the color and order of the materials. The resulting arithmetic operator is noncommutative, producing
a different result for different orderings. In order to produce an arithmetically welldefined result in concurrent evaluation
the arithmetic must also be associative. This allows it to be evaluated in a variety of concurrent combinations, for example
as a binary tree ((A*B)*(C*D)) or as an arithmetic pipeline (A*(B*(C*(D)))).
A clever approach to supporting the ordering requirement is embodied in the Binary Swap algorithm [MA94]. This
algorithm defines a specific mapping of 3D spatially contiguous model data. A virtue of this mapping is that the ordering
requirement can be satisfied by a binary routing decision at each rendering node, and only nearestneighbor communication
is required during the compositing operation. As a result this algorithm can be implemented in software with minimal
requirements for data movement. The Binary Swap algorithm fits well with the clientserver cluster visualization model in
which data is repeatedly downloaded from a simulation client to a visualization server. A realtime hardware/software
visualization server for this algorithm is described in [MUR01].
A more general approach to supporting the ordering requirement has been demonstrated using the architecture described in
this paper. In this networkcentric model there are no constraints on how the 3D model data is mapped onto the cluster. As
a result this model is compatible with the autonomous model of cluster visualization, as well as the clientserver model.
The network routing capabilities are used to sequence the compositing operations. A cluster with 8 nodes interactively
rendered the data sets in figure 2, setting records for performance and scalability in the process [LOM01]. This small
cluster is a prototype of a larger networkbased visualization cluster architecture.
3.4 Summary: cluster based visualization
A confluence of issues lead to a preference for an autonomous cluster model with network compositor based parallelism.
Autonomous clusters are not subject to network bottlenecks and can keep up with the input requirements of graphics
accelerators. They can also function in clientserver configurations if necessary. Compositor based parallelism has lower
throughput requirements and is easier to load balance than sortfirst parallelism. The networkbased compositor
architecture presented in this paper has advantages over previous compositor models because it can satisfy the ordering
requirement for volume rendering.

4. A scalable compositing architecture for commodity clusters
4.1 The compositing problem
Figure 5 illustrates the general compositing problem for multiple image sources. A number of image sources project pixels
onto a Virtual Display Surface (VDS) which is an abstraction of a physical display. Images are assigned depth in screen
space by the application, and this depth determines the ordering of composites. The compositing problem is to compute the
correct pixel value at each location of the VDS using various compositing operations: commutative depth comparisons,
noncommutative blending, or other novel operators. A simpler but related problem is to project the VDS content onto
different physical displays.

This problem is scalable in the number of image sources. All pixels in the VDS may be composited concurrently. Figure 5
demonstrates, by induction in the number of image sources, that the I/O and compositing requirements grow linearly with
the number of image sources. We assume in general that a VDS is much larger than the resolution of any individual image
source. The I/O requirement is equal to the number of pixels that must be moved from all image sources to a display.
Since no compositing is required in the case where a VDS pixel has contributions from zero or one image sources, the
number of compositing operations can never exceed the I/O requirement. As a result both requirements scale as O(n).

Figure 5. The compositing problem for multiple image sources. Each image source has a locally defined location
(x,y,height) which determines its (x,y) offset within the VDS and compositing order (height). This figure illustrates
translucent images of 2048x1536 pixels each (3 megapixels) projected onto an 8Kx6K Virtual Display Surface (VDS). The
requirements for both I/O and compositing operations are proportional to the combined image surface area. Left, I/O=1,
composites=0; middle, I/O=2, composites<1; right, I/O=n, composites<=n.
In this model every image source has its upper left corner associated with a location (x,y,height) in screen space. This
location determines its offset (x,y) within the 2D VDS and the compositing order (height) in case of overlaps with other
image sources. By specifying compositing order this problem can support both commutative and noncommutative
compositing operators.
4.2 Prior art in hardware compositors
Software compositing has shown great scalability in nonreal time applications. Real time applications require hardware
compositing due to I/O bottlenecks in current systems. Figure 6 illustrates three major topologies that have been used for
building commercial and research hardware compositors. All three models use pipelined pixel transfers to sustain
interactivity at large scales. All three support commutative compositing operations like depth buffering but have no ability
to dynamically sequence image order. As a result they cannot support the full compositing problem illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 6. Three topologies used in previous hardware compositors. Spheres represent compositor units, rectangles are
image sources. Left to right, binary tree used in Sony GScube [BOU01], serial pipeline used in HewlettPackard
PixelFlow [MOL92], mesh used in Intel Lightning2 [STO01].
The binary tree and pipeline models are restricted to supporting a single display. The mesh can support multiple displays,
and can route pixels from any image source to any display. This ability comes at the cost of quadratic mesh complexity in
the worst case, in contrast to the linear scaling of the other two models. Since the underlying problem has linear scaling in
I/O and compositing requirements the mesh solution becomes unaffordable at large scales. As a result this prior art solves
the problems of scaling in data size and supporting multiple displays, but leaves unsolved the problem of scaling in image
size.
4.3 Network based compositing
A networkbased compositing architecture solves the problems of the prior art, specifically failure to support ordering
requirements and lack of scalability in image size. Figure 7 illustrates this network architecture in comparison to the three
models in figure 6. The network architecture moves all data through switches which, in a suitable switch topology,
effectively makes communication endpoints location independent. The programming model illustrated in figure 5 is
mapped into a set of compositing pipelines for small regions of the VDS. The pipelines are mapped onto the cluster with
ordering preserved by network addressing. Each pipeline stage combines a local image source with a pipelined
intermediate result and is connected to an upstream neighbor and a downstream neighbor.

Figure 7. Topology of a network based hardware compositor. Compare to figures 6 and 8. Each compositor (sphere)
corresponds to a PCI card illustrated in figure 8. The “network” may be a simple crossbar or a scalable multistage non

blocking structure. This architecture scales linearly in the number of outputs as well as inputs. It supports tile displays and
also allows reordering, both of which are unsolved problems in the prior art.
By adding a network to the basic compositing paradigm the proposed model solves two significant open problems in the
prior art, the lack of support for ordering, and lack of support for multiple displays. The input and output of each
compositing stage are connected to a common network interface. This makes it possible to order the compositing
operations under the control of application software, and thus to support volume rendering and other applications that
render translucent surfaces. The network also connects the compositing stages to display devices. Each display device is
independently addressable and in a suitable network topology any number of displays may be connected. Composited
imagery may be routed to any display, and may be transmitted to multiple locations to permit concurrent views of a
visualization session from multiple sites. In addition the network can carry application message traffic.
In order for the network to support these functions it must provide guarantees of bandwidth, latency and routability.
Bandwidth requirements on each link must be sufficient to carry a realtime image stream plus any additional MPI traffic
or other application message traffic. Image stream requirements range from a minimum of 30 frames per second at
1280x1024 pixel RGB resolution to a current limit of 49 fps at 2048x1536 pixels. This upper limit corresponds to the
current output limit of 495 MB/s for a graphics accelerator that supports the Digital Video Interface (DVI) standard. In
2003 the DVI2 standard will provide up to 990 MB/s of pixel output and will be supported by commodity graphics
accelerators.
These network bandwidth requirements are challenging, as are the latency requirements that are critical to maintaining real
time interactivity. Interactivity is achieved by pipelining the compositing operation. To sustain an (ideal) interactive
latency of 33.3 milliseconds (1/30 second) or less a compositing pipeline with 1000 stages requires a perstage latency of
33.3 microseconds or less. In addition this architecture requires a clusterwide barrier synchronization that should
complete in under one millisecond. These latencies are achievable in high performance network technologies but not in
older technologies like Ethernet.
The architecture illustrated in figure 7 must solve a routing problem in order to support the programming model illustrated
in figure 5. In this programming model a set of compositing pipelines corresponding to a tiling of the VDS must be routed
on the network. In some cases it may be necessary to route a cycle, a pipeline connected tailtohead. Each pipeline
computes the value of one tile, and must be routed through every rendering node that overlaps that tile. A rendering node
overlaps a tile if any pixel in the tile has an (x,y) coordinate that falls within the spatial extent of the local rendered image.
This corresponds intuitively to the observation that overlapping pixels in figure 5 must be composited together. Rather
than routing individual pixels the architecture routes tiles of pixels. Routing tiles is more practical that routing individual
pixels because network efficiency is substantially improved and because the routing problem has a smaller number of
unknowns.
A routing solution for a pipeline is an assignment of network addresses to pipeline stages. Each pipeline stage is processed
by a different rendering node from among the set of nodes that intersect the pipeline. The network address of each
rendering node must be identified and sent to the node that processes the immediately preceding pipeline stage so that
pipeline results can be routed from stage to stage. The network address must also be sent to the immediately following
stage in order to permit twoway communication for purposes of flow control. Each rendering node performs compositing
for multiple pipelines and a complete routing solution identifies the network address of a preceding and following stage for
each of pipeline supported by a node. A routing solution also specifies network addresses for display nodes that receive the
composited results of these pipelines.
The routing problem for rendering nodes is easy given the network address and applicationspecified (x,y,height) attribute
of every rendering node in figure 5. The number of pipelines is determined by the tiling of the VDS with one pipeline for
each tile. Each pipeline intersects zero or more image sources according to the (x,y) extent of the image source projected
onto the VDS. For every pipeline with more than zero intersections the image sources are sorted by the application
specified height attribute, and the result is translated into an ordered list of network addresses. All that remains is to assign
network addresses to display nodes, and to communicate the ordered list of network addresses for each pipeline.
Although the routing problem is computationally easy it is a serial bottleneck in the overall computation and must meet
stringent performance requirements in order to avoid becoming a limiter of scalability. At 30 frames per second the
bottleneck occurs every 33.3 milliseconds, and at 60 fps every 16.6 ms. In order for the compositing process, and therefore
the overall application, to sustain an Amdahl fraction below one percent this bottleneck must complete in under 333

microseconds at 30 fps, or 166 microseconds at 60 fps. A larger Amdahl fraction has a proportionately larger time budget.
In large clusters with several thousand nodes these performance requirements may be challenging. One strategy to mitigate
this issue is to enforce a policy that allows routing decisions to be computed concurrently with rendering, which requires
applications to declare the (x,y,height) routing information before rendering each frame. This policy should be acceptable
for most if not all scientific visualization applications. In many applications, like volume rendering, it may be possible to
infer (x,y,height) globally for any node from knowledge of the rendering viewpoint, in which case the data exchange step
can be skipped.
It is also necessary to guarantee that the network can satisfy any given routing requirement without conflicts for
bandwidth. When the network is a simple crossbar this is guaranteed trivially. This can also be guaranteed by a variety of
multistage interconnection topologies, although these may require an additional step of path selection. A scalable solution
of this sort based on multistage topologies is discussed in the next section.
4.4 A hardware/software realization
Figure 8 shows photographs of a hardwaresoftware realization of the architecture in figure 7 that solves the compositing
problem illustrated in figure 5. This system has been implemented in a limited setting that demonstrates the fundamental
properties of the architecture at a small scale. The cluster in figure 8 is located at the California Institute of Technology’s
Center for Advanced Computing Research where it functions as a volume rendering server for computational scientists
[LOM01]. This cluster is small enough to be supported by a singlestage crossbar which is implemented by ServerNetII,
Compaq’s 2.5 gigabitpersecond implementation of the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) network standard. This
implementation uses dual networks (dual crossbars) for fault tolerance with 1.25 gbs transmitted in full duplex over each
link. In operation this provides a sustained image stream of 180 MB/s or 48 frames per second of 1280x1024 pixel
resolution RGB imagery.

Figure 8. One realization of the architecture in figure 7. Left, top to bottom: main compositing board, DVI acquisition
daughtercard; right, assembled eight node crossbarbased cluster. Each compositing board functions as an intelligent
network interface, compositor, and local image acquisition device. Each workstation corresponds to an image source in
figure 7, with one pair of boards (main compositor and DVI acquisition) for each compositor. This cluster produced the
volume rendered images in figure 2. The ServerNetII crossbar switches are visible on top of the display monitor.
In this realization a PCI card acts as an intelligent network interface in a graphics workstation. This card acquires an image
produced by a local graphics card in the workstation, and composites that image with pipelined data arriving through the
network. The composited results are returned to the network for forwarding to the next pipeline stage. A daughtercard is
responsible for acquiring and buffering the locally produced image. Since each node in the system processes multiple
pipelines, and each pipeline makes independent progress, the local image data is accessed out of order and therefore must
be buffered. System software solves the routing problem in a three step process of data exchange, route selection, and
pipeline construction.
In the data exchange step all rendering nodes exchange the (x,y,height) location information described in figure 5 that is
required for routing. This is accomplished by an efficient barrier synchronization and data exchange mechanism. The
efficiency and scalability of this mechanism are discussed in section 4.4.2. System software at each node identifies the
pipelines supported by each node and the ordering within each pipeline. Nodes that are at the head of a pipeline (largest
height) solve the routing problem globally for all nodes in the cluster, and then transmit an interframe barrier message
down each pipeline. This message contains an ordered list of network addresses corresponding to the ordered set of nodes
participating in that pipeline. Each node in the pipeline receives the message, extracts the network address of its upstream
and downstream neighbor, and then forwards the message downstream. In addition to the problem of routing data among
nodes, system software solves a similar but much simpler problem of routing the resulting images to displays and to the
Image Relay Servers that are described in section 4.4.1.
With the cluster connected to a crossbar the steps of data exchange and routing are easy. Barrier synchronization time is
dominated by network latencies, which are submicrosecond through the crossbar and under 5 microseconds through the
compositing board. The barrier and routing solution can be easily accomplished within the one millisecond time budget.

The routing problem is particularly easy because it only requires identifying the network addresses of the nodes in the
pipeline and does not require path selection through the network. In a crossbar with destinationbased routing each
network address corresponds uniquely to a path through the crossbar, and any permutation of paths may be routed
simultaneously without conflict.
Larger clusters exceed the capacity of crossbars and require nonblocking multistage network topologies consisting of
multiple interconnected switches. Nonblocking topologies guarantee contentionfree routability similar to the crossbar
case, but with an additional requirement for path selection. Once a network address has been determined a path for
reaching that address must be selected from among a set of alternatives. In a strictly nonblocking topology path selection
can be accomplished by an efficient greedy algorithm that selects one path at a time. In a rearrangably nonblocking
topology a set of contentionfree paths is guaranteed to exist, but the algorithm to select them may require backtracking and
thus is more expensive than the greedy algorithm.
The symmetric Clos topology is an extensively studied model that supports both strictly nonblocking and rearrangably
nonblocking configurations [CLO53]. Algorithms for path selection with O(n) complexity exist for either class of Clos
topology [HAL65,RAM73]. We have a choice of building strictly nonblocking configurations, which require more
switches but allow for efficient greedy runtime path selection. Alternatively we can build rearrangably nonblocking
configurations that require less switches but may incur larger cost during path selection.
4.4.1 Other architectural features
The compositing board in figure 8 performs compositing in reprogrammable circuits in Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) devices. Specific compositing operators can be loaded at runtime. A set of predefined operators includes the
standard OpenGL depth and blending operations, shadow mapping, antialiasing, and other functions. Users may also
define compositing operators using tools that generate standard circuit netlists and observe specific interface requirements.
The compositing board can also perform real time compression of image streams. This may incur significant latency and is
intended to support remote visualization across networks with reduced throughput. Examples include wireless links, the
Internet, and legacy Ethernet.
The standard operating environment is the NPACI Rocks! Linux suite. Large clusters may be shared by multiple users
under PBS. A cluster may function as a networkconnected remote visualization server, potentially offering Grid services
for remote interactive visualization, display and data management.
4.4.2 Scalability, bottlenecks, and coupling requirements
The requirement for interactive performance leads to a requirement for close coupling among rendering nodes and high
quality displays. These correspond to computers (rendering, or display supporters) that contain compositing boards. These
computers perform submillisecond systemwide barrier synchronizations involving potentially hundreds or thousands of
nodes. This is feasible in a treestructured barrier process. The computers must maintain a realtime interactive response
interval for pipelines that may potentially (although not typically) be the length of the entire cluster. This is only possible
using an interconnect with latencies of a few microseconds stagetostage.
Although there are a number of expensive proprietary interconnects with the required performance characteristics there are
only three relevant low cost technologies, Myrinet, VIA and Infiniband [MYR02,VIA99,INF02]. Of these, VIA and
Infiniband represent multivendor standards based on RDMA semantics. The system in figure 8 is implemented with
ServerNetII which is a fullASIC implementation of the VIA standard. Switch latency is under 300 nanoseconds per stage
and stagetostage compositor latency through switches is measured under 10 microseconds.
Although we have not built a cluster large enough to test these latencies at large scales it is possible to predict scalable
performance. Tables 1 and 2 show predictions for two different image sizes and two different pipeline lengths using
realistic assumptions about DVI and network characteristics. The end to end interactive latency is the sum of latencies
incurred during initial synchronization, image acquisition, compositing and display. These figures show that some aspects
of latency are sensitive to image size and others to pipeline length. A number of implementation decisions can also impact
these predictions.

Synchronization latency can vary from 0 to as much as one half frame interval depending on the relative starting times
(vertical retrace) of different image sources. For any given pattern of (x,y) alignment shown in figure 5 there exists an
optimal retrace schedule. This schedule can be computed in application middleware and enforced through extensions to
the graphics accelerator driver. Under some conditions this can save as much as one half frame interval.
1280x1024
pixels
N=16
N=1024

Synchronization

Acquisition

Compositing

Display

04.3 ms
04.3 ms

08.5 ms
08.5 ms

9.8 ms
19.8 ms

8.5 ms
8.5 ms

Table 1. Predicted latencies for 1280x1024 pixel resolution RGB
compositing pipelines.
2048x1536
pixels
N=16
N=1024

images, for small (N=16) and large (N=1024)

Synchronization

Acquisition

Compositing

Display

010.3 ms
010.3 ms

020.5 ms
020.5 ms

23.2 ms
33.3 ms

20.5 ms
20.5 ms

Table 2. Predicted latencies for 2048x1536 pixel resolution RGB
compositing pipelines.

Interactive
Latency
18.331 ms
3143.8 ms

Interactive
Latency
43.774.4 ms
53.884.5 ms

images, for small (N=16) and large (N=1024)

Acquisition latency time for k buffers in series (where a buffer is RGB, alpha, Z, or stencil) is either k or k1 times the time
required to transfer the pixel data at DVI data rates of up to 495 MB/s. If cutthrough acquisition is implemented then pixel
data may begin to flow into the compositing process at the beginning of acquisition of the kth buffer. Without this feature
pixel data won’t flow until after the entire kth buffer has been acquired. This figure does not account for any additional
time required for reordering data that does not arrive in scanline order, or for decoding proprietary depth formats but such
time is likely to be small.
Compositing latency is predicted by the pipeline formula l=(p+N1) dt which predicts the latency l of p packets through a
pipeline of N stages. In a cluster with a large display there are likely to be many compositing pipelines in operation for an
application. As a result N will usually be no more than a fraction of the total number of rendering nodes in the cluster,
although there is a worst case condition in which these numbers are equal. Networks have an optimal packet length, which
in ServerNetII has been in the range of 1024 to 4096 bytes. This determines the number of packets p required for an
image. The perstage latency dt is conservatively assumed to be 10 microseconds.
Display latency is the sum of the time required to write an image into the RAM on the DVI interface card shown in figure 8
plus the time required to execute a submillisecond barrier synchronization among a set of display tiles.

4.3 A model for software realization
The network based compositing architecture described in section 4.3 cannot be implemented at the present time without
special hardware assistance, an example of which is the boards shown in figure 8. Hardware assistance is required for
synchronization and to alleviate bottlenecks. There is currently no way to overlap image acquisition through an AGP
interface with rendering because the AGP is half duplex. Even with nonoverlapped acquisition currently achievable data
rates are too slow. Current network interfaces cannot sustain the data rates required through the peripheral PCI or PCIX
busses, which is equal to twice the data rate of an image stream. And achieving the necessary barrier synchronization and
lockstepped pipelined compositing under software control is presently impossible.
During the next three to five years a set of commoditized industry standards should alleviate the I/O bottlenecks and bring
this architecture closer to feasibility in software. The Infiniband interconnect standard is the only one of these that exists
today in available products [INF02]. This is a commoditized high performance interconnect with microsecond latencies
and current data rates of 2.5 and 10 gigabytes per second. Components, network interfaces, and switches are available
from several vendors including IBM, Intel, Mellanox, and others.
Two emergent competing standards, 3GIO and HyperTransport, define the next generation architecture for graphics
workstations and desktop computers, to replace the currently prevalent north bridgesouth bridgePCI architectures

[PCI02,HYP02]. Both of these offer the potential for closer networkmemory system integration with close coupling to
Infiniband networks. This can result in higher throughput and lower latency by eliminating the inefficient PCI interface
between the network and host memory.
In the realm of graphics the proposed OpenGL 2.0 specification is under active discussion in the OpenGL ARB standards
body. Figure 9 shows the proposed graphics pipeline structure which can be compared to figure 4. In many respects this
proposal is revolutionary and may take some time to be ratified and implemented. With respect to the architecture
presented here the most significant aspect is the definition of programmable pixel pack and unpack processors which can
be used for efficient overlapped transfers of data between the frame buffer and host memory. In the 3GIO timeframe the
halfduplex AGP interface is replaced by a fullduplex bus that can retrieve frame buffer content concurrently with
delivering data to the graphics accelerator. While initial or low cost implementations of OpenGL 2.0 cause these transfers
to degrade rendering performance of the graphics accelerator more expensive implementations can potentially allow these
transfers to occur with no impact on rendering.

Figure 9. Proposed OpenGL 2.0 rendering pipeline. Compare to figure 4. The pack processor provides the potential for
overlapped efficient transfers from the frame buffer into host memory instead of acquisition through the DVI interface.
While it will be several years before these nascent technologies come to fruition they have the potential to solve the I/O
bottlenecks that currently prevent software realization of the network based compositing architecture. Image acquisition
would occur through the pixel pack processor overlapped with rendering. Compositing would occur in the host CPU,
combining the locally acquired image with pipelined data arriving through the network interface. Composited results
would be returned to the network.
Solving the synchronization requirements will be more difficult, as none of these standards offer the scalable barrier
synchronization or data exchange required for routing in large clusters. In addition it may be difficult to guarantee the
required responsiveness and synchronization among thousands of compositing threads. Note that Infiniband supports
semaphore primitives with latencies of a few microseconds, similar to RDMA write latencies. Note also that barrier
synchronization can be implemented in a dedicated high density switch as well as in a network interface. With such a
switch it seems reasonable to speculate that synchronization requirements may be solvable in smaller clusters under
software control.
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